Research in contextEvidence before this studyGlioblastoma (GBM) is a devastating primary brain cancer, and tumor recurrence after treatment is a main cause of its high lethality. Previous studies implicated a quiescent population in GBM with high therapy resistance as a potential source of tumor recurrence, but our knowledge about the cellular and molecular properties of quiescent GBM (qGBM) cells is limited.Added value of this studyTo gain new insights into the molecular underpinnings of qGBM cells, we took advantage of two recent experimental advances that allow tracking of quiescent cells during GBM expansion. First, we used CRISPR/Cas9-assisted gene targeting to insert a proliferation reporter (an inducible histone2B-GFP) into patient-derived GBM cells, and second, we utilized a 3D GBM organoid approach that mimics in vivo conditions of GBM in recapitulating intratumoral heterogeneity. We demonstrated that qGBM cells exhibit higher therapy resistance than their proliferative counterparts. Gene expression analysis revealed unique gene programs in qGBM cells that concern cell cycle control, metabolic adaptation, and interaction with extracellular matrix. Gene signatures also indicated a mesenchymal shift in qGBM cells. Bioinformatic analysis and functional assays established hypoxia and TGFβ signaling as potential niche factors that promote quiescence.Implications of all the available evidenceOur approach of using a genetic proliferation reporter and a GBM organoid model for isolating live quiescent GBM cells opens new doors to identify molecular targets to tackle the quiescent population in GBM.Alt-text: Unlabelled Box

1. Introduction {#s0020}
===============

Glioblastoma (GBM), the most common malignant primary brain tumor in adults, has a median survival of \<15 months despite maximal therapy \[[@bb0005],[@bb0010]\]. A major determinant of the high lethality of GBM appears to be the presence of a therapy-resistant population with the capacity to spawn tumor recurrence, termed glioma stem cells \[[@bb0015], [@bb0020], [@bb0025]\]. Attempts to eradicate GBM stem cells have not yet been successful in clinical setting. It is now recognized that GBM comprises both a fast-dividing population and a relatively quiescent population with distinct characteristics. Quiescent GBM (qGBM) cells are thought to have higher therapy-resistance because conventional chemo and radiation therapies largely target the proliferative population \[[@bb0030]\]. Importantly, qGBM cells can be reawakened to initiate tumor re-expansion, hence targeting qGBM cells in combination with existing therapies against proliferative GBM (pGBM) cells may be critical to curb tumor recurrence \[[@bb0035]\]. However, our understanding of how tumor cells acquire and maintain quiescence, and how quiescent cells gain therapy resistance and malignant potency remains limited. This has led to the conceptual question of whether quiescence and stemness simply equate one another. However, quiescence and stemness may represent two distinct cellular characteristics in that the stem cell compartment in GBM may in fact contain both a quiescent and a proliferative subpopulation. Therefore, careful comparison of qGBM and pGBM cells for cellular characteristics and gene signatures is needed to distinguish quiescence and stemness, both of which may be critical features underlying GBM recurrence.

One challenge to study tumor cell quiescence is to establish a reporter system that can reliably track proliferative history during tumor expansion. In BrdU or EdU pulse/chase paradigms, label-retaining quiescent cells can only be isolated after fixation. Cell permeable fluorescent dyes have been used to identify live quiescent cell populations in GBM \[[@bb0030],[@bb0040],[@bb0045]\], however, this method is not suitable for long-term studies. Here, we utilized a knock-in approach for targeted insertion of a proliferation reporter, i.e. an inducible histone-2B fused with green fluorescent protein (iH2B-GFP). The H2B-GFP reporter was originally developed to label chromatin in live cells \[[@bb0050]\]. Taking advantage of the long-term stability of H2B-GFP protein, this reporter has since been adapted for label retention studies to track cell division and to identify live quiescent stem cells in a wide range of tissues and organs \[[@bb0055],[@bb0060]\].

Here, we inserted the iH2B-GFP reporter into the "safe-harbor" AAVS1 locus in patient-derived GBM cell lines to track cell division during tumor expansion. We utilized a 3D organoid culture approach that recapitulates intratumoral heterogeneity \[[@bb0065]\] to isolate qGBM cells from their proliferative counterparts using doxycycline (Dox) pulse/chase paradigms. We found that qGBM cells exhibited self-renewal capacity comparable to pGBM cells, but higher resistance to temozolomide or radiation. Transcriptomic analysis revealed unique gene signatures in qGBM cells that that are linked to cell cycle control, metabolic adaptation, DNA repair/stress pathways, as well as extracellular matrix (ECM) interaction. Moreover, qGBM gene signatures also revealed a mesenchymal shift as a general feature of quiescent cell populations in both proneural and mesenchymal GBM subtypes. Bioinformatic analysis identified hypoxia and TGFβ signaling as potential niche factors, which were validated by functional assays. Finally, co-expression gene network analysis of TCGA patient data identified gene modules that are enriched for quiescence gene signatures but also associated with survival rate.

2. Materials and methods {#s0025}
========================

2.1. GBM cells {#s0030}
--------------

GBM cell lines SD2 and SD3 have been established from resected tumor tissues in neural stem cell media in the laboratory Dr. Kesari at University of California, San Diego \[[@bb0070]\]. GBM cells were propagated as adherent cultures on laminin-coated dishes in Neurocult human NS-A proliferation media (Stemcell Technologies), containing 0·0002% Heparin, 10 ng/ml bFGF, and 20 ng/ml EGF. Cells were passaged by dissociation with Accutase (Gibco).

2.2. iH2B-GFP reporter knock-in {#s0035}
-------------------------------

For knock-in of a doxycycline-inducible H2B-GFP reporter (iH2B-GFP) into the AAVS1 locus (gene symbol *PPP1R12C*), the targeting vector plasmid pAAVS1-Neo-M2rtTA-H2BGFP was assembled from plasmids pAAVS1-Neo-M2rtTA and pAAVS1-Puro-H2BGFP \[[@bb0075]\]. The CRISPR/Cas9 plasmid pX330-sgAAVS1 was generated by inserting oligonucleotides that target AAVS1 into the pX330 backbone \[[@bb0080]\]. Correct knock-in of the iH2B-GFP cassette at the AAVS1 locus destroys the AAVS1 sgRNA target site (Fig. S1a). Plasmids have been deposited at [Addgene.org](http://Addgene.org){#ir0015}.

GBM cells were co-transfected with the targeting and CRISPR/Cas9 plasmids with Neon electroporation system (Invitrogen) using the following parameters: tip size: 100 μl; cell number: 2 × 10^6^; DNA: 7 μg pAAVS1-Neo-CAG-M2rtTA-H2BGFP and 3 μg pX330-sgAAVS1; pulse settings: 3 pulses, 10 ms, and 1300 V. Cells were seeded after electroporation on laminin-coated 10 cm dishes, and selection with 150 μg/ml G418 (Gibco) was started 24 h after seeding. After 2 weeks, clones were picked for expansion and analysis by genomic PCR to confirm correct targeting (Fig. S1b).

2.3. 3D GBM organoids {#s0040}
---------------------

3D GBM organoids were prepared as described \[[@bb0065]\]. Briefly, 1000 dissociated GBM cells were embedded in a Matrigel (BD Biosciences) droplet of 20 μl, and cultivated for 4 days in neural stem cell media (Neurocult NS-A proliferation media (human), Stemcell Technologies, with 0·0002% Heparin, 10 ng/ml bFGF, and 20 ng/ml EGF) in 6 cm dishes. Cultures were then transferred for further growth over several weeks onto an orbital shaker inside a tissue incubator. For +Dox pulsing, doxycycline (MP Biomedicals) was added to the culture media for a final concentration of 1 μg/ml.

2.4. Immunofluorescence and immunohistochemistry {#s0045}
------------------------------------------------

The following primary antibodies were used for immunofluorescence (IF) or immunohistochemistry (IHC):

anti-CD31 (host species: rat), BD biosciences 553,370, 1:300 for IF, RRID:[AB_394816](nif-antibody:AB_394816){#ir0020};

anti-CD44 (mouse), Thermo MS-668, 1:100 for IF, RRID:[AB_2335741](nif-antibody:AB_2335741){#ir0025};

anti-Collagen, Type IV (mouse), Sigma-Aldrich C1926, 1:100 for IF, RRID:[AB_476828](nif-antibody:AB_476828){#ir0030};

anti-FN1 (rabbit), EMD Millipore AB2033, 1:100 for IF/IHC, RRID:[AB_2105702](nif-antibody:AB_2105702){#ir0035};

anti-HIF1A (rabbit), Cell Signaling Technologies 36,169, 1:100 for IF;

anti-Ki67 (rabbit), abcam ab15580, 1:500 for IF, RRID:[AB_443209](nif-antibody:AB_443209){#ir0040};

anti-Nanog (rabbit), abcam ab109250, 1:200 for IF, RRID:[AB_10863442](nif-antibody:AB_10863442){#ir0045};

anti-Nestin (mouse), abcam ab6142, 1:200 for IF, RRID:[AB_305313](nif-antibody:AB_305313){#ir0050};

anti-OCT4 (mouse), abcam ab184665, 1:500 for IF;

anti-Olig2 (rabbit), EMD Millipore AB9610, 1:500 for IF, RRID:[AB_570666](nif-antibody:AB_570666){#ir0055};

anti-p57/Kip2 (rabbit), Sigma-Aldrich P0357, 1:200 for IF, RRID:[AB_260850](nif-antibody:AB_260850){#ir0060};

anti-PAX6 (mouse), abcam ab78545, 1:200 for IF, RRID:[AB_1566562](nif-antibody:AB_1566562){#ir0065};

anti-SOX2 (rabbit), Stemcell Technologies 60,055, 1:200 for IF;

anti-SOX9 (mouse), abcam ab58191, 1:100 for IF, RRID:[AB_945591](nif-antibody:AB_945591){#ir0070};

anti-SPP1 (rabbit), proteintech 25,715, 1:100 for IF/IHC;

anti-TLX (rabbit), LifeSpan Biosciences LS-B4564, 1:100 for IF, RRID:[AB_10796976](nif-antibody:AB_10796976){#ir0075};

anti-TNC (rabbit), EMD Millipore AB19011, 1:100 for IF/IHC, RRID:[AB_2203804](nif-antibody:AB_2203804){#ir0080};

anti-Vimentin (phospho S55) (mouse), abcam ab22651, 1:100 for IF, RRID:[AB_447222](nif-antibody:AB_447222){#ir0085}.

GBM organoids were fixed in 4% PFA/PBS at room temperature for 12 min, and then prepared for cryosectioning by successive overnight incubations in 12·5% and 25% sucrose/PBS at 4 °C. Cryosections were cut at a thickness of 12 μm and stored on glass slides at −20 °C. For IF staining, sections were blocked for 1 h (blocking buffer: PBS with 5% donkey serum and 0·3% Triton X-100), then incubated overnight with primary antibodies in antibody dilution buffer (PBS with 1% BSA and 0·3% Triton X-100), followed by staining with Alexa-labeled secondary antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch) for 2 h, and counterstaining with DAPI (Invitrogen). Sections were washed in PBS and mounted with Fluoromount G (Southern Biotech). For IHC of tissue microarrays (TMA), arrays from series BS17016c (US Biomax) containing cores from glioblastoma, astrocytoma, and normal brain were analyzed. TMAs were subjected to antigen retrieval with Basic Antigen Retrieval Reagent (R&D Systems), immunostained with primary antibodies and DAB kit (R&D Systems), and counterstained with Gill\'s \#2 hematoxylin (Thermo Scientific).

2.5. Flow cytometry and FACS {#s0055}
----------------------------

GBM cells grown as 2D cultures on laminin-coated dishes were dissociated with Accutase and resuspended in FACS buffer (Hibernate-E low fluorescence (BrainBits) with 0·2% BSA and 20 μg/ml DNase (Worthington)). GBM cells of 3D organoids were first minced and incubated in Accutase with DNase (25 μg/ml) on a rotator for 30 min at RT, and then gently triturated with Pasteur pipettes of decreasing tip diameter. Cells were pelleted and resuspended in FACS buffer, and debris was removed by pelleting cells at 155 g for 6 min through a phase of 2% BSA in Hibernate-E low fluorescence buffer. Cells were resuspended in FACS buffer and passed through a 70 μm mesh filter. DAPI (Invitrogen) was added to cell suspensions at a concentration of 5 μg/ml to stain dead cells. Cell suspensions were analyzed by flow cytometry (BD LSRII) or sorted by FACS (BD FACSAria IIu), and data was evaluated with FACSDiva and FlowJo software.

2.6. Gliomasphere assay {#s0060}
-----------------------

Sphere forming potential of GBM cells was analyzed by extreme limiting dilution analysis (ELDA) \[[@bb0085]\]. Briefly 1, 5, 10, or 50 cells were seeded in wells of 96 well low-attachment plates, and after 10 days of culture the wells containing at least one sphere were scored as positive. Quantitative analysis of sphere formation frequency was performed at <http://bioinf.wehi.edu.au/software/elda>. Size of gliomaspheres was quantified by measuring diameter of spheres in wells with 10 seeded cells after 10 days of culture.

2.7. Irradiation and temozolomide treatment of GBM organoids {#s0065}
------------------------------------------------------------

About 10--12 organoids were treated as a group in a 6-cm dish and used for XRT irradiation with 5 Gy in an X-RAD 320 device (Precision X-Ray). At 48 h after XRT, GBM organoids were dissociated and GFP^high^ and GFP^low^ populations were quantified by flow cytometry. For temozolomide (TMZ) treatment, 10--12 organoids were treated with 250 μM TMZ (Sigma-Aldrich) or vehicle dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) in neural stem cell media for 5 days. GBM organoids were dissociated and GFP^high^ and GFP^low^ populations were quantified by flow cytometry.

2.8. Functional quiescence assay with hypoxia and TGFβ inhibitor {#s0070}
----------------------------------------------------------------

About 10--12 organoids were treated as a group in a 6-cm dish and used for functional assays. For hypoxia studies, organoids were placed for one week either in a hypoxic chamber (Biospherix) with a setting of 3% oxygen or in a regular incubator with \~21% environmental oxygen level (control condition). For TGFβ inhibition, organoids were cultured for one week in presence of inhibitor SB-431542 (Selleckchem) at a concentration of 2 μM or with DMSO as vehicle control. Organoids were dissociated and GFP^high^ and GFP^low^ populations were quantified by flow cytometry.

2.9. RNA-Seq {#s0075}
------------

Total RNA from FACS sorted GFP^high^ and GFP^low^ GBM cells was isolated with RNeasy (Qiagen), and cDNA libraries for Illumina next-generation sequencing were prepared with NEBNext Ultra Directional RNA Library Prep Kit (NEB E7420) for 2 week chase samples, or with NuGEN Ovation amplification followed by NEBNext Ultra DNA Library Prep Kit (NEB 7370) for 4 week chase samples. Sequencing was performed on Illumina HiSeq2500 devices in rapid run mode with paired 50 bp reads. The RNA-Seq data has been deposited at the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) under accession number [GSE114574](ncbi-geo:GSE114574){#ir0095}.

2.10. Nanostring platform {#s0080}
-------------------------

For NanoString gene expression analysis, the gene panel nCounter PanCancer Progression was used (catalog \#XT-CSO-PROG1--12), which contains probes for 740 test genes and 30 housekeeping genes. RNA was purified with RNAeasy (Qiagen) from FACS sorted GFP^high^ and GFP^low^ cells and analyzed with the nCounter platform. The nSolver software 2.0 was used for analysis of NanoString gene expression values and for principal component, fold change heatmap, and Pathway Score analysis.

2.11. Bioinformatics {#s0085}
--------------------

For processing of RNA-Seq raw data, quality of sequencing reads was assessed using fastQC \[[@bb0090]\]. Reads were mapped to the human genome (hg19) and human rRNA sequences with ContextMap version 2.7.9 \[[@bb0095]\] (using BWA \[[@bb0100]\] as short read aligner and default parameters). Number of read fragments per gene was determined from the mapped RNA-Seq reads using featureCounts (strand-specific for stranded libraries, non-strand-specific otherwise) \[[@bb0105]\] and Ensembl (v75) annotations. Differential gene expression analysis was performed using edgeR \[[@bb0110]\]. *P*-values were adjusted for multiple testing using the method by Benjamini and Hochberg \[[@bb0115]\] and genes with an adjusted *p*-value \<0·01 were considered significantly differentially expressed. The RNA-Seq analysis workflow was implemented and run using the workflow management system Watchdog \[[@bb0120]\]. PCA analysis of RNA-Seq data was performed on batch-corrected log2 (x + 1) transformed FPKM data using the R statistical software environment.

Gene ontology analysis of common DEG (significance cut off *p* \< 0·01) was performed with the ENRICHR resource (<http://amp.pharm.mssm.edu/Enrichr/;> accessed 07/2017) \[[@bb0125]\], and results were ranked by combined score (adjusted *p*-value multiplied by z-score); adjusted *p*-values are indicated by asterisks in bar graphs.

Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) using all genes ranked by their differential expression as input was performed for Hallmark gene sets (tool GSEAPreranked; enrichment statistic: classic; <http://software.broadinstitute.org/gsea/index.jsp;> accessed 07/2017) \[[@bb0130]\]. GSEA with gene sets related to proneural-mesenchymal transition was performed with gene sets for GBM subtypes from ref. ([@bb0135]) (MSigDB M2121, M2122, M2116, M2115) and ref. ([@bb0140]) (table S3 therein), a gene set for PMT and multitherapy resistance from ref. ([@bb0145]) ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} therein), and a gene set for mesenchymal transition and tumor invasion from ref. ([@bb0150]) (MSigDB M M2572). The assembled GSEA gene set matrix file that was used for this analysis is included as supplemental data File_S1_PMT.gmx.

Ingenuity pathway analysis for upstream regulators was performed with DEG lists of 2 week and 4 week -Dox chase paradigms (IPA; <https://www.qiagenbioinformatics.com/products/ingenuity-pathway-analysis/;> accessed 01/2018).

For network analysis of TCGA glioma data, level 3 GBM/LGG TCGA RNA-seqV2 normalized count data was downloaded from the Broad Institute GDAC Firehose (<https://gdac.broadinstitute.org>). Recurrent tumors were removed, and data was log2 (x + 1) transformed, quantile-normalized, and corrected for age, gender, and batch. Co-expression network analysis was performed using the MEGENA R package \[[@bb0155]\] with Spearman correlations. Enrichment of MEGENA modules for qGBM signature was assessed using Fisher\'s Exact Test. Functional annotation of modules was carried out in the R statistical computing environment using a one-sided Fisher\'s Exact Test for overrepresentation of the MSigDB v6·1 gene sets (Hallmark, Canonical Pathways, Gene Ontology) \[[@bb0160]\] and WikiPathways (release 03/10/2018) \[[@bb0165]\], with a significance threshold of Benjamini-Hochberg *p* ≤ 0·05. Survival analysis was performed using the Survival R package using the log-rank test and Cox regression. All *p*-values were adjusted using Benjamini-Hochberg correction. Modules were subsequently ranked by the sum of the following -log10 (adjusted *p*-values): enrichment for qGBM DEG 2 week up, qGBM DEG 2 week down, qGBM DEG 4 week up, qGBM DEG 4 week down, and Cox and log-rank tests for association of module first principal component (PC1) with survival. For module ranking and visualization, module survival *p*-values below 1e-15 were set to 1e-15 to match the scale of qGBM DEG enrichment *p*-values. PubMed queries of MEGENA hub genes from modules of interest were performed using the RISmed and bayesbio R packages.

Evaluation of TCGA glioma patient gene expression data and survival analysis was performed with the TCGA GBM-LGG dataset at the web platform GlioVis (<http://gliovis.bioinfo.cnio.es/;> accessed 01/2019) \[[@bb0170]\]. For Kaplan-Meier survival analysis, median gene expression was selected as cutoff to split high and low expresser populations.

Cell lines were classified for transcriptional subtypes with the SubtypeME function of GlioVis. As input for SubtypeME, we prepared normalized read counts of RNA-Seq data of GBM cell lines SD2 and SD3 (obtained from three independent replicates for each line, cultured on laminin as proliferating cultures). Raw read counts were first filtered to keep genes containing non-zero counts in at least one sample. Counts were then normalized by library size using the edgeR R package and log2 transformed with an added offset of 0·5. The log2 transformed expression values were then quantile normalized using the limma R package. We applied the 3-Way analysis function of SubtypeME, which uses three algorithms for subtype calculation (support-vector machine, k-nearest neighbors, and single sample gene set enrichment) and calculates a majority call for subtype prediction.

2.12. Statistical analysis {#s0090}
--------------------------

For gliomasphere size analysis, boxplots were created to check data distribution. The boxplots show the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of the sphere diameters and whiskers represent the min and max values. The dots are values of sphere diameters. The distribution was found to be skewed so Mann-Whitney tests were used to compare sphere diameters. The Mann-Whitney tests were conducted using GraphPad Prism 7. Because this was an exploratory experiment, the *p*-values from the Mann-Whitney tests were not adjusted for multiple comparisons \[[@bb0175]\].

To analyze therapy resistance of quiescent GBM cells, mixed effect models with beta distribution and logit link \[[@bb0180],[@bb0185]\] were fit for each chase time and treatment (TMZ and XRT). The dependent variables in the models were the proportion of GFP^high^ cells. The models included treatment group (treatment and control) as the fixed effects and sample ID as the random effect. The mixed effect beta regression models were fit using PROC GLIMMIX procedure in SAS 9.4. Because this was an exploratory experiment, *p*-values calculated from the models without multiple comparisons were provided \[[@bb0175]\].

The significance levels for the statistical analysis mentioned above were all set as 0·05. All bar graphs represent mean values and error bars the standard error of the mean. \* *p*-value \<0·05, \*\* \< 0·01, \*\*\* \< 0·001.

3. Results {#s0095}
==========

3.1. Engineering GBM cells with iH2B-GFP reporter {#s0100}
-------------------------------------------------

To track cell division during GBM expansion, we carried out CRISPR/Cas9-assisted knock-in of a Dox-inducible H2B-GFP (iH2B-GFP) reporter into the human AAVS1 locus, which serves as a safe harbor for transgene expression \[[@bb0075]\] ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}a; Fig. S1a). The iH2B-GFP reporter enables labeling of cells with stable, chromatin-bound H2B-GFP during +Dox pulsing, and then dilution of the H2B-GFP label by cell division during -Dox chase periods ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}b, c). We engineered the iH2B-GFP reporter into patient-derived GBM cell lines that had been established in neural stem cell culture media, which are conditions that preserve critical features of GBM pathophysiology \[[@bb0190], [@bb0195], [@bb0200]\]. After co-electroporation of GBM cells with a CRISPR/Cas9 plasmid targeting AAVS1 and a donor plasmid with the iH2B-GFP cassette, targeted GBM cell lines were isolated by G418 drug selection and screened by genomic PCR for correct donor integration (Fig. S1b). We selected two GBM cell lines for further in-depth analysis, i.e. SD3-iH2B-GFP (parental line SD3 classified as IDH1/2 wild-type GBM cell line, proneural molecular subtype, with elevated PDGFRα expression), and SD2-iH2B-GFP (parental line SD2 characterized as IDH1/2 wild-type, mesenchymal subtype, with elevated EGFR and MET expression) (Fig. S2).Fig. 1Tracking cell division with iH2B-GFP reporter identifies quiescent population in GBM organoids.a) Targeting strategy for iH2B-GFP reporter knock-in by CRISPR-assisted homologous recombination into AAVS1 locus (gene symbol *PPP1R12C*). SA: splice acceptor; Neo: Neomycin resistance gene; pA: poly-adenylation signal; CAG: CAG promoter; rtTA: reverse tetracycline-controlled transactivator; H2B-GFP: histone2B-green fluorescent protein; tetO: tet operator.b) Principle of doxycyline (Dox)-inducible expression of H2B-GFP.c) Schematic depiction of divisional dilution of H2B-GFP label during -Dox chase period. Quiescent cells retain H2B-GFP label (GFP^high^), while proliferative cells dilute the label (GFP^low^).d) GBM cell line SD3-iH2B-GFP grown as proliferative culture on 2D laminin-coated dishes. In the presence of doxycycline (+Dox), nuclei are uniformly labeled with H2B-GFP. Cells dilute H2B-GFP label during -Dox chase periods (5, 10, and 20 days shown) by cell division. DAPI is used for nuclear counter staining.e) Flow cytometry analysis of SD3-iH2B-GFP cells grown on 2D laminin for the indicated -Dox chase periods. A small fraction of SD3-iH2B-GFP cells remained GFP-negative even in +Dox conditions (denoted as "\[s\]"), possibly due to sporadic silencing of transgene. Histograms are normalized on y-axis to modal scale (FlowJo).f) Experimental design for isolation of quiescent GBM cells from 3D GBM organoids. GBM organoids are generated by seeding cells in Matrigel droplets and expanding them as floating cultures. After growth for 2 weeks with +Dox pulse, organoids are chased for 2 or 4 weeks in -Dox conditions. Dissociated cells are separated into GFP^high^ and GFP^low^ populations by FACS.g) Images of GBM organoids in culture dishes, after 2 or 4 week -Dox chase periods.h) Fluorescence images of sections of 3D GBM organoids show a declining number of label-retaining GFP^high^ cells during organoid expansion.i) Immunofluorescence images show absence of proliferation markers Ki67 and phospho-Vimentin (pVim) in GFP^high^ cells (arrows), confirming slow dividing nature of GFP^high^ cells. Notice debris from dead cells accumulates during organoid culture, which is more prominent after 4 week chase.j) Representative FACS results of GBM organoids analyzed after 2 or 4 week -Dox chase. After 2 week -Dox chase, 3·1% of cells remained GFP^high^; after 4 week chase, only 0·4% of cells remained GFP^high^. Three independent experiments (10--12 pooled organoids per experiment) yielded similar results. X-axis in left histograms shows red auto-fluorescence of cells. Histograms are normalized on y-axis to modal scale (FlowJo).Scale bars: 50 μm (d), 10 mm (g), 200 μm (h), 20 μm (i).(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.).Fig. 1

Uniform labeling and subsequent divisional dilution of H2B-GFP during +Dox pulse and -Dox chase periods were confirmed by fluorescence microscopy and flow cytometry in both SD3-iH2B-GFP and SD2-iH2B-GFP lines grown as proliferating cultures on laminin-coated dishes ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}d, e; Fig. S1c; S3a, S3b). Distribution of flow cytometry peaks indicated that the iH2B-GFP reporter can track up to 9 cell divisions (Fig. S1d). Of note, we observed silencing of the reporter in a small population (\<5%) of SD3-iH2B-GFP cells ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}e; denoted by "\[s\]"), in line with earlier reports on sporadic silencing at ASSVS1 locus \[[@bb0205]\]. On the other hand, no leaky (Dox-independent) expression of the iH2B-GFP reporter was observed, even after long -Dox chase periods (e.g. 20 days; [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}d, e).

3.2. Quiescent cell populations in 3D GBM organoids {#s0105}
---------------------------------------------------

To characterize quiescent GBM cell populations, we utilized a 3D organoid culture approach in which GBM cells are expanded in floating Matrigel droplets \[[@bb0065]\]. GBM organoids mimic patient tumors, containing hypoxic gradients and cellular heterogeneity with both proliferative tumor bulk and slow-dividing stem-like cells \[[@bb0065]\]. We first generated 3D GBM organoids with the SD3-iH2B-GFP line, and tracked cell division using the paradigms of 2 week +Dox pulse followed by 2 or 4 week -Dox chase ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}f, g). During the chase period, we found decreasing number of H2B-GFP label-retaining (GFP^high^) qGBM cells as a result of cell divisions ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}h). Immunofluorescence for proliferation markers Ki67 and phospho-Vimentin showed absence of these markers in GFP^high^ cells ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}i), confirming their relative quiescence. Quantification by flow cytometry revealed that the fraction of GFP^high^ cells in GBM organoids was in the range of 2--5% after 2 week chase, with a substantial population of cells still labeled by intermediate levels of GFP, indicating ongoing proliferation ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}j). The fraction of GFP^high^ cells decreased further to 0·2--1% after 4 week chase (Fig. 1j), indicating that qGBM cells continue to divide slowly between 2 and 4 week -Dox chase in GBM organoids. The SD2-iH2B-GFP line formed GBM organoids with a quiescent subpopulation in a similar manner (Fig. S3c, S3d), confirming general suitability of iH2B-GFP reporter and 3D GBM organoid approach for tracking quiescent GBM cell populations.

3.3. Quiescent GBM cells exhibit self-renewal capacity {#s0110}
------------------------------------------------------

The quiescent population in GBM may contain either dormant stem cells that can be reawaken to enter cell cycle or terminally differentiated cells without the potential to spawn tumor re-expansion. To assess self-renewal capacity of qGBM cells, we separated GFP^high^ and GFP^low^ populations from SD3-iH2B-GFP GBM organoids by FACS and compared sphere-forming potentials using a limiting dilution assay. Both GFP^high^ and GFP^low^ populations formed gliomaspheres, indicating that the qGBM populations are not all terminally differentiated, but indeed harbor stem-like cells that can re-enter cell cycle under new environmental cues. Consistent with a high plasticity to switch back to a proliferative state, we observed that only a small fraction of GFP^high^ cells retained the GFP label after 10 days in sphere culture condition, while a majority of GFP^high^ cells diluted the H2B-GFP label after multiple rounds of cell division ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}a). The qGBM cells isolated after 2 week -Dox chase had an estimated effective sphere-forming rate of 5·3%, only slightly less than the 6·8% rate in pGBM cells ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}b). On the other hand, that rate dropped to 2·4% for qGBM cells isolated from 4 week chase organoids as compared to the 5·4% rate for pGBM ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}b). Sphere sizes were also measured as an indicator of proliferative rate, which revealed that the spheres derived from qGBM cells were on average smaller than those from pGBM ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}c), which may reflect the prior slow-dividing state of qGBM cells, thus the time needed to reawake from quiescent state. Similar results were obtained with GFP^high^ (qGBM) cells from SD2-iH2B-GFP GBM organoids, with SD2 qGBM and pGBM populations displaying comparable sphere forming frequency and sphere size (Fig. S3e, S3f). Together, our finding that both qGBM and pGBM populations were able to spawn gliomaspheres indicates that quiescence does not simply equate stemness, but rather represents a specific cellular state.Fig. 2Quiescent GBM cells exhibit self-renewal capacity and enhanced therapy resistance.a) Phase-contrast and fluorescence images of a representative gliomasphere derived from GFP^high^ cells after 10 day culture show that most previously GFP^high^ cells have diluted their H2B-GFP label by cell divisions.b) Limiting dilution sphere formation assay with GFP^high^ and GFP^low^ cells. FACS-sorted cells from GBM organoids after 2 or 4 week -Dox chase were seeded in limiting dilutions in 96 well plates. Sphere forming frequency was quantified after 10 days by ELDA software. Results were generated from three independent experiments. Numbers in parenthesis represent 95% confidence interval. Statistical analysis was performed with ELDA software. \*\*\*, *p \<* 0·001.c) Sphere sizes and representative images of gliomaspheres derived from GFP^high^ or GFP^low^ cells after 10 days of culture, with 10 cells seeded per well. Ten spheres per group were measured. Boxplots show 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of sphere diameters and whiskers represent minimum and maximum values. Statistical analysis was performed using Mann-Whitney test. \*, *p \<* 0·05.d) Drug sensitivity assay for temozolomide (TMZ). Organoids after 2 or 4 week of --Dox chase were treated for 5 days with vehicle or 250 μM TMZ, and the fraction of live GFP^high^ cells in organoids was quantified by flow cytometry. Quantification (middle panel) and flow cytometry histograms (bottom panels, y-axis normalized to modal scale) show that a higher proportion of surviving cells were GFP^high^ in TMZ-treated organoids as compared to vehicle treatment (ctrl). Data were obtained from three independent experiments (10--12 pooled organoids per experiment). Significance was evaluated by binomial generalized linear mixed effect models. \*\*, *p \<* 0·01.e) Radiation sensitivity assay. Organoids after 2 or 4 wk. chase were irradiated with one dose of 5 Gy, and 2 days later the fraction of live GFP^high^ cells in organoids was quantified. Quantification (middle panel) and flow cytometry histogram (bottom panels) show a larger fraction of GFP^high^ cells after XRT-treatment as compared to control (ctrl) in the 2 week chase paradigm, and a trend in the 4 week chase paradigm. Data represents five and four independent experiments for 2 week and 4 week chase, respectively. Significance was evaluated with binomial generalized linear mixed effect models. \*, *p \<* 0·05.Scale bars: 50 μm (a, c).Fig. 2

3.4. Enhanced therapy resistance of quiescent GBM cells {#s0115}
-------------------------------------------------------

A salient feature of GBM is tumor recurrence, driven by a therapy-resistant population with tumor initiating potential. We therefore tested whether qGBM cells display enhanced resistance relative to pGBM cells against temozolomide (TMZ), a DNA-alkylating agent that is the primary chemo drug for GBM, or against radiation therapy (XRT). For TMZ treatment, GBM organoids after 2 or 4 week -Dox chase (thus containing an established qGBM population) were cultured with or without TMZ for 5 days, and surviving cells were quantified by flow cytometry for GFP fluorescence levels. As expected, the TMZ treatment caused massive cell death in GBM organoids over the 5-day treatment, and changes in the relative proportion of GFP^high^ population in the surviving cells would mostly reflect differential survival rates between qGBM and pGBM populations. Indeed, we found that the fraction of GFP^high^ cells from 2 week chase organoids was \<1% in the vehicle-treated group, but \~3% in the TMZ-treated group. As for the 4 week chase organoids, the fraction of GFP^high^ cells was about 0·5% in vehicle-treated group, but 4--8% in TMZ treated group ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}d). Of note, TMZ treatment may slow down proliferation, leading to slight increase of GFP label retention; however, the close to 10-fold increase of the fraction of GFP^high^ in TMZ-treated group in 4 week chase organoids favors the interpretation that qGBM cells exhibit higher TMZ resistance.

For XRT resistance studies, we irradiated GBM organoids with a single dose of 5 Gy and performed flow cytometry 2 days later. Similar to TMZ, the XRT treatment caused significant cell death in the organoids. We found that the fraction of GFP^high^ cells was more than two-fold higher in organoids from the 2 week chase group after XRT as compared to control, and about 1·25-fold higher after XRT in organoids from the 4 week chase group ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}e). A second GBM cell line, SD2-iH2B-GFP, similarly demonstrated a trend for higher resistance of qGBM cells against TMZ and XRT (Fig. S3g, S3h).

3.5. Gene expression prolife of quiescent GBM cells reveals mesenchymal shift {#s0120}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

To identify specific gene expression programs in qGBM cells, we performed next-generation RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) of GFP^high^ and GFP^low^ populations isolated by FACS from SD3-iH2B-GFP GBM organoids. Principal component analysis (PCA) of the transcriptome data showed that the replicates of each experimental group clustered closely to each other along axis PC1, indicating reproducibility of the experimental conditions ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}a). GFP^high^ samples from both 2 and 4 week chase organoids clustered on one side of the PCA plot, opposite of GFP^low^ counterparts, indicating that qGBM cells express unique gene signatures distinct from pGBM cells ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}a). An example of RNA-Seq read coverage tracks for a differentially expressed gene (*IGFBP3*) between qGBM and pGBM cells is shown in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}b.Fig. 3Quiescent GBM cells express unique gene signature with proneural-mesenchymal shift.a) Principal component analysis (PCA) of RNA-Seq gene expression profiles from SD3 GFP^high^ or GFP^low^ populations after 2 or 4 week -Dox chases. Each paradigm was replicated with three independent experimental samples.b) RNA-Seq coverage tracks for differentially expressed gene *IGFBP3* in GFP^high^ and GFP^low^ populations after the indicated -Dox chases (track scales normalized by *GAPDH* expression). Statistical analysis was conducted with edgeR analysis of read counts, with Benjamini-Hochberg correction. \*\*\* indicates *p \<* 0·001.c) Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA; Hallmark gene sets) of gene expression changes in SD3 GFP^high^ vs. GFP^low^ populations (data from 4 week chase organoids shown). NES, normalized enrichment score. Significance calculated by GSEA for False discovery rate (FDR)-adjusted *q-*value*. \*,* \*\* and \*\*\* indicate *q \<* 0·05, *q \<* 0·01 and *q \<* 0·001, respectively.d) GSEA results of the gene sets that are related to GBM transcriptional subtypes suggest proneural-mesenchymal transition (PMT) in SD3 GFP^high^ cells (data from 4 week chase organoids shown). NES, normalized enrichment score. \*, and \*\*\* indicate FDR-adjusted *q* \< 0·05*,* and *q \<* 0·001, respectively.e) Heatmap of expression changes of PMT genes that are differentially expressed in SD3 GFP^high^ cells relative to GFP^low^ cells from 2 wk and 4 wk chase organoids.f) Absolute expression levels of the top differentially regulated PMT genes in SD3 GFP^high^ or GFP^low^ populations in 2 and 4 week -Dox chase organoids. Data obtained from three independent experiments. Bars represent mean FPKM values and error bars represent standard error of the mean. Significance was evaluated using edgeR analysis of read counts, with Benjamini-Hochberg correction. \*\*\* indicates *p \<* 0·001.Fig. 3

We next assessed global gene expression changes in qGBM relative to pGBM cells by Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA). The GSEA algorithm evaluates expression changes of all detectable genes for enrichment of specific gene sets \[[@bb0130]\]. We found that the top negatively enriched GSEA Hallmark gene sets in qGBM cells were associated with cell cycle and growth (e.g., MYC targets, E2F targets, and G2M checkpoint), and metabolic state (e.g., Oxidative Phosphorylation and mTORC1 signaling) ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}c; Fig. S4a). This is consistent with the slow-dividing nature and lower energy consumption state of qGBM cells. In addition, stress pathway gene sets (e.g. DNA repair and Unfolded protein response) were also downregulated in qGBM cells ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}c). The top positively enriched gene sets in qGBM relative to pGBM cells for both 2 wk. and 4 wk. -Dox chase were Epithelial mesenchymal transition (EMT), Myogenesis, Hypoxia, and several cell-cell communication pathways such as TGFβ, TNFα via NFκB, and IL6/JAK/Stat3 signaling ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}c; Fig. S4a). UV response down and Apoptosis gene sets were also significantly enriched in qGBM cells.

As gliomas are not epithelial tumors, the process of EMT is not directly applicable to GBM. A related scenario has been described as proneural-mesenchymal transition (PMT), i.e. a shift from a proneural GBM subtype towards a mesenchymal GBM subtype \[[@bb0140],[@bb0145],[@bb0210],[@bb0215]\]. Notably, PMT has also been associated with increased therapy resistance and slower cell cycling for GBM cells \[[@bb0145],[@bb0210]\]. Indeed, when we performed GSEA for gene sets of PMT-related signatures based on transcriptome of qGBM cells from SD3-iH2B-GFP organoids, we found that mesenchymal subtype signatures were positively enriched, while proneural subtype gene signatures were negatively enriched ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}d; Fig. S4b). In addition, other mesenchymal features that are associated with PMT, such as multitherapy resistance \[[@bb0145]\] and invasiveness \[[@bb0150]\] were also positively enriched in qGBM cells. We further analyzed PMT genes that were significantly regulated in qGBM cells from both 2 and 4 wk. chase paradigms, and filtered for those above minimal threshold for fold changes and absolute expression levels, and we found that a majority of these PMT genes was upregulated in qGBM cells ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}e, f).

3.6. Differential expression of ECM-associated genes in quiescent GBM cells {#s0125}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next analyzed differentially expressed genes (DEGs) between qGBM and pGBM in SD3-iH2B-GFP organoids, and detected 1195 DEGs after 2 week chase and 653 DEGs after 4 week chase ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}a). Intersection of the two sets of DEGs revealed 345 common DEGs ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}a; Table S1), which we further focused on for in depth analyses. Among these common DEGs, 238 were upregulated in qGBM relative to pGBM cells, and 107 downregulated ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}b). We performed gene ontology (GO) and pathway analysis of the common DEGs with the ENRICHR platform \[[@bb0125]\], which revealed a predominant enrichment for genes ontologies and pathways that are associated with ECM components and interactions, e.g., Focal adhesion, ECM organization, Collagen binding, and Integrin signaling ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}c; Fig. S5a). Notably, these genes were mostly upregulated in qGBM cells, e.g. *FN1*, tenascinC (*TNC*), several collagens (*COL12A1*, *COL4A2*, *COL4A2*, *COL5A1*, etc.), laminins (*LAMC1*, *LAMA4*), and ECM receptor integrin α3 ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}d; Fig. S5b). These findings suggest that quiescent GBM cells may be actively engaged in modifying their own niche ECM microenvironment.Fig. 4qGBM cells engage ECM interaction.a) Venn diagram illustrates overlap of differentially expressed genes (DEGs; significance cut-off of adjusted *p \<* 0·01; filtered for protein-coding genes) in GFP^high^ relative to GFP^low^ cells from SD3-iH2B-GFP GBM organoids at 2 and 4 week -Dox chase stages. Data were obtained from three independent experiments for each paradigm. Bottom, heatmap depicts fold-changes of transcription of 345 common DEG at 2 and 4 week -Dox chase stages.b) Dot plot of genes by absolute expression levels in GFP^high^ (x-axis) and GFP^low^ cells (y-axis; 4 week chase paradigm). DEGs shared by GFP^high^ cells at 2 and 4 wk chase are marked by green dots. About twice as many DEGs were upregulated than downregulated in GFP^high^ cells. Selected DEGs are labeled.c) ENRICHR gene ontology (GO) and pathway analysis of common DEGs of SD3 qGBM cells reveals highest enrichment for ontologies/pathways associated with ECM interaction and ECM components (CC, Cellular Component; BP, Biological Pathway; MF, Molecular Function). Top result of each category is shown. X-axis indicates combined score as calculated by ENRICHR (adjusted *p*-value multiplied by z-score). \*\*\* indicates *p \<* 0·001.d) Volcano plot showing significantly regulated genes of GO term ECM organization (marked by green dots) among common DEGs (2 week chase organoid).e, f) Gene expression graphs and immunofluorescence images of 3D GBM organoids for neural stem cell markers Nestin and SOX2. While Nestin (e) was upregulated in qGBM (GFP^high^) cells (arrowheads), SOX2 (f) was not significantly changed. Data were combined from three independent experiments per paradigm. Statistical analysis was performed using edgeR analysis of read counts, with Benjamini-Hochberg correction. \*\*\* indicates *p \<* 0·001.Scale bars: 20 μm (e, f). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 4

We next surveyed expression changes of established stem cell markers in qGBM cells. Interestingly, the neural stem cell marker Nestin was consistently upregulated in GFP^high^ cells in SD3-iH2B-GFP organoids at both 2 and 4 week chase stages. However, the expression of other stem cell marker such as *SOX2*, *OLIG2*, *OCT4*, *PAX6*, *SOX9*, *CDKN1C* (Kip2), *NR2E1* (TLX), *NANOG,* or *CD133* was not significantly changed in GFP^high^ relative to GFP^low^ cells ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}e, f; Fig. S6). Similarly, no enrichment for the glioma stem cell markers A2B5, SSEA-1, or Integrin 6 was detected in qGBM cells (data not shown). These results indicate that quiescence in GBM does not simply equate stemness, but rather represents a distinct cellular feature.

We next assessed protein expression levels of ECM-related DEGs in GBM organoids by immunofluorescence (IF) ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}). We detected high IF intensity for fibronectin (FN1), tenascin C (TNC), and collagen IV (COLIV) adjacent to GFP^high^ nuclei in GBM organoids at both stages of -Dox chase, although IF signals were sometimes also detected in areas further away from GFP^high^ nuclei, which may reflect deposited matrix proteins by earlier generations of slow-dividing GBM cells. We also examined ECM receptor CD44 and one of its ligands, SPP1 (also known as Osteopontin), both of which showed elevated protein expression levels in cells with GFP^high^ nuclei in both 2 and 4 week chase organoids ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, CD44 and SPP1 have been shown to promote the GBM stem cell compartment \[[@bb0220]\].Fig. 5Expression of ECM associated genes in GBM organoids.a) Heatmap of expression changes of DEGs associated with ECM interaction in SD3 qGBM relative to pGBM cells from 2 and 4 week -Dox chase organoids.b-d) Selected qGBM DEGs associated with ECM interaction denoted in (a) are shown by absolute transcription levels (b), RNA-Seq read coverage tracks (c), and immunofluorescence images in GBM organoids at 2 or 4 week -Dox chase (d). Data were combined from three independent experiments per paradigm. Statistical analysis was performed using edgeR analysis of read counts, with Benjamini-Hochberg correction. SPP1 gene expression was not detectable in GFP^low^ cells at 4 week -Dox chase, hence no *p*-value could be calculated.Scale bar: 20 μm (d).Fig. 5

3.7. TGFβ and HIF1A are potential upstream regulators of GBM quiescence {#s0130}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

To identify factors that regulate DEG expression in qGBM cells, we applied Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) for Upstream Regulators to the transcriptome data of SD3 qGBM cells. Among the category Growth factors, several TGFβ family members were identified as top candidates ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}a), consistent with earlier reports that TGFβ can promote tumor dormancy \[[@bb0225]\] and induce an EMT-like gene program \[[@bb0230]\]. Among the category Transcriptional regulators, inactivation of MYCN and MYC were detected as top ranked candidates ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}b), echoing the GSEA result of downregulation of MYC targets (see [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}c). Another transcription regulator with high activation score was the chromatin remodeler SMARCA4 (also known as Brg1), which has been implicated in EMT related processes \[[@bb0235]\]. In addition, hypoxia induced factor HIF1A had a high activation z-score in qGBM cells ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}b), which again echoes the GSEA result of an enriched Hypoxia gene set in qGBM cells. Moreover, the presence of immunoreactivity for HIF1A in SD2- and SD3-iH2B-GFP organoids confirmed hypoxia signaling in qGBM cells ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}c).Fig. 6Functional assays confirm role of TGFβ and hypoxia in promoting GBM cell quiescence.a, b) Upstream regulator analysis of common DEGs in SD3 qGBM cells with Ingenuity pathway analysis (IPA), filtered for growth factors (a) or transcriptional regulators (b). TGFβ family members were top candidate upstream growth factors for quiescence gene program. The terms Vegf, Tgf beta, and Hdac denote gene families with multiple members. MYC and MYCN were top transcriptional regulators with negative activation z-score.c) Immunofluorescence staining for hypoxia-induced factor 1α (HIF1A) demonstrates hypoxia signaling in quiescent GBM cells (H2B-GFP+; arrowheads) of SD2- and SD3-iH2B-GFP organoids.d) Experimental paradigm for functional intervention on GBM organoids during one week chase period.e) Quantification of GFP^high^ cells in SD2- or SD3-iH2B-GFP organoids after 1 week chase revealed that hypoxia (3% O~2~) increased ratio of qGBM cells. In contrast, treatment with TGFβ inhibitor SB-431542 (TGFβ-i) reduced ratio of qGBM cells. Data were combined from three independent experiments (10--12 pooled organoids per experiment). Significance was evaluated by paired *t-*test. \* and \*\* indicate *p \<* 0·05 and *p \<* 0·01, respectively.Scale bar: 20 μm (c).Fig. 6

3.8. Functional assays for validation of upstream regulators of quiescence {#s0135}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

We took advantage of the GBM organoid system to functionally test TGFβ and hypoxia pathways as potential upstream regulators of GBM cell quiescence. Organoids from both SD2- and SD3-iH2B-GFP cells were pulsed with Dox for 2 weeks, followed by -Dox chase for one week under either hypoxic culture condition (inside a gas-controlled chamber) or in the presence of a TGFβ inhibitor ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}d). We found that hypoxia indeed increased the fraction of quiescent GFP^high^ cells in organoids as compared to normoxic conditions in both lines ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}e). Conversely, the fraction of qGBM cells in organoids expanded in the presence of a TGFβ inhibitor was significantly reduced as compared to vehicle-treated controls ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}e). Together, these results support hypoxia and TGFβ signaling as niche factors promoting GBM quiescence.

3.9. NanoString gene expression analysis verifies quiescence gene signatures in diverse GBM subtypes {#s0140}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For comparative evaluation of gene expression programs in qGBM cells derived from different GBM molecular subtypes, we performed NanoString gene expression analysis of qGBM vs. pGBM cells isolated from both SD3-iH2B-GFP (proneural subtype) and SD2-iH2B-GFP (mesenchymal subtype) organoids after 2 weeks -Dox chase, utilizing the NanoString Pan-Cancer Progression panel platform that measures 740 genes involved in cancer progression. We first compared NanoString and RNA-Seq data of SD3 qGBM cells, which verified faithfulness of the NanoString platform ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}a). We then evaluated NanoString data by principal component analysis (PCA), which showed that SD2 and SD3 samples were clearly different from each other, as expected for different GBM subtypes ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}b). For both lines, NanoString data showed that the GFP^high^ (qGBM) samples were separated from the GFP^low^ (pGBM) samples, indicating unique quiescence gene signatures ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}b). We next clustered gene expression changes in SD2 and SD3 qGBM cells relative to pGBM cells by heatmap analysis, which showed that majority of gene changes occurred in a common direction for both lines with some exceptions, which are expected for different GBM molecular subtypes ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}c).Fig. 7Gene expression analysis of qGBM cells from different GBM subtype confirms mesenchymal shift in quiescent GBM cells of 3D organoids.a) Heatmaps of gene expression changes of qGBM relative to pGBM cells in 3D organoids as measured by NanoString and RNA-Seq verified reliability of Nanostring platform as compared to RNA-Seq approach to measure gene expression changes. Selected common DEGs are labeled.b) Principal component analysis (PCA) of NanoString gene expression profiles from SD2- and SD3-iH2B-GFP GFP^high^ or GFP^low^ populations after 2 or 4 week -Dox chases (three independent experiments per paradigm).c) Heatmap of gene expression changes of qGBM relative to pGBM cells in SD2 and SD3 organoids shows largely common patterns, with some differences between the two cell lines (note: SD2 cells are classified as mesenchymal GBM subtype, SD3 cells as proneural GBM subtype).d) NanoString pathway score analysis of gene expression changes in SD2 and SD3 qGBM relative to pGBM cells reveals a common pattern of increased pathway scores for pathways associated with ECM, EMT, hypoxia, and TGFβ signaling. Each data point represents an independent experiment with 10--12 pooled organoids.Fig. 7

NanoString Pathway Score analysis was carried out for functional annotation of gene expression changes in both SD2 and SD3 qGBM relative to pGBM cells ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}d). In general, pathway score values were higher for SD2 cells (both qGBM and pGBM populations) than for SD3 cells, reflecting the underlying differences between mesenchymal and proneural GBM subtypes. Notably, for both SD2 and SD3 lines, pathway scores for ECM structure, EMT, and Cell Adhesion were increased in the same direction in qGBM relative to pGBM counterparts, indicating that qGBM cells undergo a general shift towards increased mesenchymal features in both GBM subtypes ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}d). Importantly, mirroring the results from RNA-Seq analysis of SD3 qGBM cells, NanoString pathway scores for HIF1A signaling, hypoxia and TGFβ pathways were also higher in qGBM than pGBM cells for both SD2 and SD3 lines, supporting them as potential niche factors for GBM quiescence ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}d).

3.10. Identification of qGBM gene signatures in TCGA GBM patients {#s0145}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

To understand how the transcriptional profile that we have identified in quiescent GBM cells using the organoid approach relates to gene expression networks in glioma patients, we applied co-expression network analysis on the NIH The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) glioma database to identify gene modules that are enriched for qGBM gene signatures. To this end, we first surveyed the TCGA gene expression data for GBM and low-grade glioma patients (*n* = 666) and constructed a MEGENA co-expression network \[[@bb0155]\] to identify modules of co-regulated genes and their hubs. We found several gene modules in gliomas that showed not only enrichment for quiescence DEGs at 2 or 4 week -Dox chase stages, but also significant association with patient survival ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}a; Table S2). The two highest ranked modules, c1_21 and c1_360, were significantly enriched for EMT and ECM related GO terms and pathways ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}b). Several additional gene modules were also enriched for ECM and matrisome functions, as well as functions related to metabolism and regulation of cell death ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}a, b; Table S3). These results largely mirror the functional categories identified in our GSEA and ENRICHR GO analysis of qGBM DEGs, thus demonstrating clinical relevance of our quiescence gene profiles from the GBM organoid approach.Fig. 8Analysis of TCGA glioma patient data for gene co-expression modules that are enriched for qGBM signatures and associated with survival.a) MEGENA gene co-expression modules from TCGA glioma patient data that show enrichment for genes up or downregulated in qGBM cells at 2 or 4 weeks chase. Modules are ranked by their enrichment for qGBM genes and association with patient survival. Tracks, starting from outermost: enrichment for genes up- or downregulated at 2 (tracks 1 and 2, respectively) or 4 weeks (tracks 3 and 4, respectively); log-rank (track 5) and Cox regression (track 6) *p*-values of association of module first principal component (PC1) with survival in TCGA patient cohort. Selected enriched functions of the modules are indicated in blue.b) Functional annotation terms (MSigDB, WikiPathways) that are enriched in the two highest ranked modules c1_21 and c1_360. Top 20 significant terms shown (Fisher\'s Exact Test for overrepresentation, Benjamini-Hochberg-adjusted *p* ≤ 0·05). Up to 20 top enriched terms in all modules that are significantly enriched for qGBM signature are provided in Supplemental Table S3. Green text font highlights ECM associated functions, blue EMT program, and dark red metabolism-associated functions.c, d) Network visualization of gene connectivity and hub genes of modules c1_21 (c) and c1_360 (d). Node size is proportional to number of neighboring genes. Colour legend indicates if a network gene is also a DEG in qGBM at 2 or 4 week -Dox chase stages.e) Heatmap depicting expression changes of hub genes identified by network analysis (c, d) that are differentially expressed in qGBM relative to pGBM cells. Colour key represents log2 fold change (FC).f) Kaplan-Meier survival graphs of glioma patients stratified by high or low expression of the indicated hub genes (TCGA GBM-LGG dataset; split by median gene expression; web platform GlioVis (<http://gliovis.bioinfo.cnio.es/>)). Horizontal axis indicates duration (months) since initial diagnosis. Statistical analysis was carried out by log-rank test. \*\*\* indicates *p \<* 0·001. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 8

We next identified network hubs of the top ranked modules c1_21 and c1_360 ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}c, d), which contained several genes previously not connected with a function in glioma (Table S4). Many of these hub genes showed differential expression in qGBM cells ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}e). Moreover, there was significant association of the expression levels of these hub genes with survival in TCGA GBM-LGG patients (comprised of grade II-IV glioma), including multiple ECM-related genes (*COL4A1*, *ITGA5*), as well as transcription factors (e.g. *SPOCD1*) and cytokines (e.g. *CLCF1*) ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}f).

3.11. Expression of ECM associated genes correlates with glioma grade and patient survival {#s0150}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further examine the clinical significance of qGBM DEGs that are associated with ECM, we analyzed patient data and tissue microarrays, focusing on SPP1, FN1, and TNC. We surveyed the TCGA GBM-LGG patient data set and conducted survival analysis using the GlioVis platform \[[@bb0170]\], which indicated that high expression of these genes correlated with shorter patient survival ([Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}a). Immunohistochemistry of glioma tissue microarrays showed that increased protein expression levels of these DEGs correlated with higher tumor grades ([Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}b). This finding was also corroborated by the mRNA expression levels for these genes in the TCGA data, which showed increased expression of *FN1, TNC,* and *SPP1* in relation to glioma histology and grade (Fig. S7).Fig. 9Expression of ECM-associated quiescence genes correlates with glioma grade and patient survival.a) Kaplan-Meier survival graphs of glioma patients stratified by high or low expression of selected ECM-associated DEG of qGBM cells (TCGA GBM-LGG dataset; split by median gene expression; web platform GlioVis (<http://gliovis.bioinfo.cnio.es/>)). Horizontal axis indicates duration (months) since initial diagnosis. Statistical analysis was carried out by log-rank test. \*\*\* indicates *p \<* 0·001.b) Immunohistochemistry images of glioma samples on tissue microarray for ECM components show increased protein expression of SPP1, FN1, and TNC in high grade gliomas. Bottom panels show quantification of staining intensities in different samples (arbitrary scale).c) Model of quiescence gene programs and niche factors for quiescent GBM cells, derived from our in vitro GBM organoid studies.Scale bar: 20 μm (b).Fig. 9

4. Discussion {#s0155}
=============

Our approach of utilizing an iH2B-GFP reporter in a 3D GBM organoid culture model supports the hypothesis that GBM can harbor a quiescent population with self-renewal potential and enhanced therapy resistance. Gene expression profiling revealed unique gene signatures in qGBM cells that are distinct from proliferative counterparts. Transcriptional changes in qGBM cells not only align with reduced proliferation and lower energy need, but also facilitate physiological adaptions to enhance stress-coping capabilities and engage a shift towards mesenchymal features, including expression of ECM-associated proteins of the microenvironment. Moreover, bioinformatic analyses and functional in vitro assays suggest that hypoxia and TGFβ signaling act as niche factors that promote GBM quiescence ([Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}c).

One important concept emerging from our studies is that tumor cell quiescence does not simply equate self-renewal capacity or stemness. First, in sphere formation assays, qGBM cells did not exhibit higher stem cell frequency than pGBM counterparts; in fact, qGBM cells isolated from 4 week chase GBM organoids displayed a slightly lower sphere-forming capacity than pGBM cells. One caveat is that freshly isolated qGBM cells need time to transition from quiescence to active cycling, which is a prerequisite for sphere formation, thus the sphere formation assay might under-estimate the self-renewal capacity of qGBM cells. In congruence, the average size of spheres derived from qGBM was smaller than from pGBM, which indicates reduced proliferation rate for qGBM cells. Similar results have been reported in two previous studies that used dye labeling (e.g., CFSE) for tracking of quiescent, label retaining cells (LRCs) in gliomasphere cultures: one study described reduction of sphere-forming capacity of LRCs \[[@bb0045]\] and another study reduction in both sphere-forming capacity and proliferative rate of LRCs \[[@bb0030]\]. Thus, our study with genetic iH2B-GFP reporter and 3D GBM organoids supports and extends these earlier findings. It is worth mentioning that a third dye labeling study reported increased sphere forming capacity and higher proliferation rate for LRCs \[[@bb0040]\]. These divergent findings may reflect inter- and intratumoral heterogeneity of GBM. Moreover, we found that qGBM cells did not display increased expression of stem cell marker genes, including SOX2, OLIG2, and CD133, which parallels findings by Liu and colleagues that SOX2 is more associated with proliferating stem cells \[[@bb0240]\]. Similarly, one of the earlier dye retention studies also showed that expression levels of SOX2 were not increased in quiescent GBM cells \[[@bb0040]\]. Taken together, our data further clarify that quiescence is a separate cellular/metabolic state distinct from stemness. In fact, as both qGBM and pGBM cells exhibit sphere-forming capacity, the stem cell compartment of GBM most likely consists of both a proliferative and a quiescent subpopulation. Our study therefore brings attention to the quiescent subpopulation in the stem cell compartment in order to tackle GBM recurrence. Future in vivo studies will further compare tumor initiating capacity of qGBM and pGBM cells, particularly after treatment.

What are unique features of qGBM cells that could contribute to tumor recurrence? The previous dye retention studies with gliomaspheres revealed that quiescent GBM populations display elevated therapy resistance and tumor forming capacity in xeno-transplants \[[@bb0030],[@bb0040],[@bb0045]\]. The results from our study echo these findings and further define "quiescence gene programs" that shed light on specific features that may underlie malignant potency qGBM cells. Although the proneural and mesenchymal GBM cell lines in our study had different baseline score levels for pathways associated with mesenchymal features, reflecting underlying differences of GBM subtypes \[[@bb0245]\], both GBM cell lines displayed a similar direction of shift towards increased mesenchymal features in qGBM relative to pGBM cells. In the case of the proneural GBM cell line SD3, qGBM cells clearly engaged proneural-mesenchymal transition (PMT), which has been linked with elevated malignancy and therapy resistance \[[@bb0145],[@bb0210]\]. In the case of the mesenchymal line SD2, qGBM cells also showed increased pathway scores for mesenchymal features. It will be interesting to examine in future studies whether qGBM cells of classical molecular subtype also display a mesenchymal shift.

How do qGBM cells acquire and maintain quiescence? As part of the PMT of SD3 qGBM cells, we found that a number of genes encoding ECM components was upregulated, e.g. genes encoding fibronectin, collagens, tenascin C, and ECM receptors such as integrins and CD44. CD44 is a receptor for ECM component hyaluronic acid (HA) and secreted protein osteopontin (*SPP1*), and it has been proposed as a functional GBM stem cell marker \[[@bb0220],[@bb0250]\] and to promote GBM invasion \[[@bb0255]\]. Our data suggest that qGBM cells may modify their own microenvironment by actively organizing ECM, a model that implies reciprocal interactions between qGBM cells and their microenvironment, in line with the model that microenvironmental niches determine the distinct physiology of GBM cells \[[@bb0260]\]. Indeed, for adult neural stem cells, the ECM plays an active role as site for integration of niche signals \[[@bb0265]\]. ECM organization may also be an intrinsic aspect for qGBM cells undergoing a mesenchymal shift, similar to the concept of EMT in epithelial cancers \[[@bb0270]\]. For instance, tenascin C has been shown to be a highly expressed ECM protein in malignant brain tumors and functions to decrease tumor cell proliferation while promoting invasion \[[@bb0275]\]. Our results extend this notion by linking tenascin C and other previously less well-characterized ECM components to GBM quiescence. Evidently, expression of ECM components by quiescent GBM cells may also modulate interactions with stromal cells, e.g. tumor-associated macrophages and endothelial cells, and future studies with in vivo paradigms will shed light on the influence of ECM on GBM-stromal interactions.

It will be also interesting to investigate in future studies whether qGBM cells are more migratory than pGBM. Earlier studies on mesenchymal transition-like processes in GBM have demonstrated that EMT-associated factors promote invasiveness of GBM \[[@bb0280]\]. It is thus conceivable that qGBM cells with mesenchymal transition-like features disseminate widely in GBM. The organoid culture model is not ideal to directly address this question, and future orthotopic in vivo transplant studies will be needed to gauge migratory behavior of quiescent cells in the complex microenvironment of the host brain.

Which upstream pathways could induce quiescence and activate the mesenchymal transition-like gene programs in qGBM cells? In respect to growth factors, our bioinformatic analyses and functional assays point towards TGFβ signaling as a potential inducer of quiescence. This is in agreement with previous studies demonstrating that TGFβ drives dormancy of disseminated tumor cells, as, for instance, in epithelial carcinomas \[[@bb0285]\]. Interestingly, a recent study on quiescence in squamous cell carcinoma, which also used a H2B-GFP label retention strategy, identified TGFβ/Smad2 signaling as a key pathway for maintaining quiescence and acquiring high chemotherapy resistance \[[@bb0290]\]. For GBM, TGFβ has been shown to promote self-renewal potential and tumorigenicity of GBM stem cells \[[@bb0295]\]. TGFβ can also be an inducer of an EMT-like shift in GBM cells, leading to increased invasion \[[@bb0300]\]. Another intriguing relation is between hypoxia and GBM quiescence. In the original description of the GBM organoid model, it was shown that cells in inner areas of the organoid are in hypoxic state \[[@bb0065]\]. We also observed that the majority of qGBM cells was located in central areas of organoids. Furthermore, hypoxia pathway genes were highly enriched in qGBM cells, while HIF1A was predicted as an upstream regulator. When GBM organoids were cultured in hypoxic conditions, the relative fraction of qGBM cells increased. Consistently, hypoxia can directly induce mesenchymal transition \[[@bb0305]\] and a hypoxia-induced gene program can promote the GBM stem cell compartment \[[@bb0310],[@bb0315]\]. Our data thus supports a link of TGFβ, hypoxia, quiescence, mesenchymal shift, and stemness in GBM. It should be noted that our organoid culture studies did not provide information regarding the sources and niche effects of TGFβ and hypoxia in GBM, which requires future in vivo studies.

In terms of candidate transcriptional regulators of quiescence, we identified several chromatin remodelers. For instance, SMARCA4 (also known as Brg1) is a the ATPase subunit of the BAF chromatin remodeling complex \[[@bb0320]\]. The SMARCA4 gene itself was not differentially regulated in qGBM cells, but regulation of SMARCA4 activity may occur by interaction with other proteins; for instance, recruitment of SMARCA4 by the transcription factor ZEB1 has been shown during EMT of epithelial cancers \[[@bb0235]\].

Our gene co-expression network analysis of TCGA glioma patients revealed gene modules that are not only enriched for quiescence gene signature, but also associated with patient survival. We also identified hub genes in the modules that were not previously connected to a function in glioma. Future studies are worthwhile to examine their importance in promoting glioma malignancy; it is noteworthy that the survival association of these hub genes was determined, as an exploratory effort, using the TCGA GBM-LGG patient data, which comprises both low and high grade gliomas; however, survival analyses of these genes using only GBM (grade IV, IDH wild-type) patients did not reveal significant associations (data not shown). One possible scenario is that the link of these genes to patient survival may be partly due to their increased expression in GBM vs. LGG, and not strictly attributable to cellular quiescence. Another likely scenario is that these hub genes might exert an important role in a subpopulation of GBM cells, thus further analysis on single-cell level or in the context of niche microenvironment will be needed.

Our transcriptomic analysis also revealed differential down-regulation of apoptosis, DNA repair, and stress pathways in qGBM cells relative to pGBM counterparts. This may explain how qGBM exhibit higher therapy resistance against both the DNA alkylating agent TMZ and radiation therapy. Upon treatment, proliferative cells activate DNA repair and ER stress pathways in an attempt to repair, but failing to do so may trigger apoptosis. In contrast, qGBM cells with downregulated stress pathways may avoid apoptosis.

In summary, our studies on quiescence in GBM organoid cultures not only support the presence of a quiescent population in GBM that displays self-renewal capacity and high therapy resistance, but also go a step further in defining quiescence gene programs that may shed light on: i) how qGBM cells acquire and maintain quiescence (through ECM organization and interaction with niche factors such as TGFβ and hypoxia), ii) how qGBM cells cope with stress induced by chemo and radiation therapy (through regulation of DNA repair/ER stress pathway), and iii) how qGBM cells gain malignant potency (by engaging PMT or a mesenchymal shift). Our findings provide a starting point for developing combinatorial therapeutic strategies that target not only the proliferative GBM tumor bulk but also the quiescent population of GBM.

The following are the supplementary data related to this article.Supplementary Table S1List of DEG in qGBM.xlsxLists of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) between GFPhigh (quiescent) and GFPlow (proliferative) cells in organoids of GBM cell line SD3. DEGs from 2 and 4 week -Dox chase organoids are shown (filtered for protein coding genes). Also listed are the common DEGs of both chase paradigms.Supplementary Table S1Supplementary Table S2Genes in top modules.xlsxList of genes comprising the top 15 MEGENA co-expression modules that were enriched for qGBM DEGs.Supplementary Table S2Supplementary Table S3Functional annotation of top modules.xlsxFunctional annotations for MEGENA co-expression modules that are significantly enriched for qGBM DEGs.Supplementary Table S3Supplementary Table S4Hub genes of c1_21 c1_360 Pubmed sorted.xlsxList of top hub genes for the modules c1_21 and c1_360 showing the number of Pubmed citations for a given query term (e.g., 'glioma.pubmed' means a query of the gene name and "glioma"), as well as status of a gene as significant qGBM DEG (0=false, 1=true).Supplementary Table S4Supplementary Figures S1--S6Image 1Gene set matrix file (.gmx) with gene sets that were used to analyze proneural-mesenchymal transition (PMT) by gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA)Image 2
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